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Morning all,

Before I get started on the Ramble 'proper', a quick note on yesterday's German ZEW Survey 

data.

One miss, one beat.

German ZEW Current Conditions Index -93.5 in May vs. forecast -86.6; Previous -91.5

German ZEW Expectations Index 51.0 in May vs. median forecast 30.0; Previous +28.2
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This is the perfect representation of where the markets are in the current crisis.

Economically, it's a lot worse than many economists/the market perceives.

However, optimism is sky-high.

For me, this is the ballgame in its entirety. Equity markets have always been forward-looking,

that's ultimately their job, but it can be argued (quite easily) that they have never been quite

so forward-looking as they are right now.

This is one reason they seem to be able to shrug off all the horrendous data that drips

through the wire yet will scream higher on bogus COVID treatment news.

It's a dangerous game to play and leaves the risk-on trade massively susceptible to having the

rug pulled out from under its feet should that optimism dwindle away.

An example of this optimism being hit hard will be the first signs that lockdown restrictions in

countries in Western Europe and US States are to be reimposed.

Be on your toes.

Anyway..

On with the Ramble!

CTAs' Taking Time To Reflect

I think it's safe to say that the current strength in equities is probably the most hated rally of all

time.

I certainly hate it!

Every man and his dog were (many still are) expecting a second dip.



I CERTAINLY AM!

It also appears that, for the time being at least, CTAs' are easing off the gas as the SPX finds

itself pegged between 2800 and 2900.

As Nomura report in their latest CTA report -

Global equity markets are seeing another risk rally. We suspect that more than a few

speculative investors have had to reconsider their “sell in May” trades or trades premised on

the assumption of a double dip in the stock market.

It looks as though fundamentals oriented global macro hedge funds are being pressed into

covering short positions in DM equities again. Macro funds that have been trading on the

assumption that DM equity markets are in for a double dip are probably facing pressure on

their positions, not only from the swing back to improvement in the economic surprise index,

but also from the increasing frequency of news items suggesting that a COVID-19 vaccine

may become widely available sooner than previously expected. However, hedge funds in the

aggregate have kept their net exposure to DM equities steady at a fairly low level, and we see

no sign of an across the-board buying push of the sort one would expect if investors were

feeling FOMO. Hedge funds of different types thus appear to be going in different directions

in their investment behavior.

At the same time, we do not expect there to be many investors inclined to sell the rally in DM

equities, unless some unexpected market-negative news pops up. We observe that CTAs

appear to have already put a stop to their exits from long positions in NASDAQ 100 futures,

which have been holding up well. Precedent suggests that CTAs may become net buyers

again around 5 June, but it is possible that they could start accumulating longs again even

sooner than that.

And Specifically in the SP500..

Meanwhile, CTAs, after offloading the entirety of their net long position in S&P 500 futures,

appear to be in standby mode now, having stopped short of venturing into an aggregate net

short position. We think that CTAs, being so little invested in the market, could be inclined to

start tentatively chasing the market up again if the S&P 500 stays above 2,900.



Now, obviously CTA positioning is just one part of the puzzle, but it is interesting enough to

mention the fact that they seem to be in a position whereby they are on the sidelines and thus

ready to pile in as the next move takes shape.

As Nomura point out though, the longer that takes the more natural bias for upside

materialises.

Dollars have to go somewhere right? And as we saw for the most part of 2019, the path of

least resistance for $ flow is into US equities.

That, right there, is the main driver between the huge disconnect between the stock market

and the economy.

Bluechips are now simply a great place other than a bank to store money, and with the lack of

yields available in bonds, you can make them right.

No news is good news as they say, and that's certainly the case for the equity markets.

I remain short for the simple reason that I see bad news ahead.. Very bad news.

Chart Of The Day - Emissions On Slowdown In Lockdown



via BBG

On April 7, global CO₂ emissions were 17% lower compared to the same time last year. That’s

the conclusion of a new analysis by climate researchers who estimated this year’s CO₂ data

across 69 countries, covering 97% of global emissions.

To an optimist, the CO₂ numbers during the lockdown show that “it’s possible to reduce

emissions. That’s just not the way that we want to do it,” said Glen Peters, research director of

the Center for International Climate Research in Oslo, and a co-author of the study. “So we

just have to figure out another way to do it. But we know we can do it.”

It shows the limits of even the most drastic changes to individual behavior to meet pollution

goals, the study concluded. While it’s too soon to predict any long-lasting effects of home

confinement, the authors wrote, “social responses alone, as shown here, would not drive the

deep and sustained reductions needed to reach net-zero emissions.”

Headline Roundup

Stocks in Asia Trade Mixed, U.S. Futures Climb

Stocks in Asia were mixed as reports on Moderna Inc.’s coronavirus vaccine added to concern

that a successful way to beat the pandemic remains a long way off, offsetting calls to stick

with bets on more equity gains. Treasuries held an overnight advance.

Japan and India saw the bulk of gains, with an advance more modest in Sydney and Seoul.

Shares dropped in China and Hong Kong. U.S. futures nudged up, while European contracts

dropped. The S&P 500 lost ground in the final hour of trading, and closed down. Riskier

assets had started the week on the front foot after Moderna had fueled hopes for a

coronavirus vaccine, but investors are struggling to maintain the optimism. Crude oil slipped

below $32 a barrel in New York.



“We are being fairly cautious,” Shawn Matthews, founder and chief investment officer at

Hondius Capital Management LP, said on Bloomberg TV. “If you look at the economy, it feels

like it’s the summer of hope right now, where everyone is hoping it’s going to turn around.”

Large money managers from Capital Group Inc. to BlackRock Inc. are keeping their faith with

equities despite warning calls from some corners of Wall Street. Still, headwinds remain for

stocks, not least a deteriorating U.S.-China relationship. In a further sign of tightening scrutiny

on capital flows to the Asian nation, Nasdaq is set to unveil new rules for initial public offerings

including tougher accounting standards that will make it more difficult for some Chinese

companies to list on the exchange.

Walmart and Home Depot both suspended their outlooks for the year, the latest companies to

show the difficulties in predicting the road ahead. Earlier, Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome

Powell reiterated during a Senate hearing that the central bank is ready to use all the

weapons in its arsenal to help the U.S. economy endure the coronavirus pandemic.

Meantime, the New Zealand dollar rose after comments from central bank governor Adrian

Orr suggested any move to bring interest rates below zero remain some way off. In Japan,

Tokyo Stock Exchange was among stocks which surged amid speculation that it may be a

contender to join the Nikkei 225 equity index.

These are some of the main moves in markets:

Stocks

Futures on the S&P 500 rose 0.7% as of 5:37 a.m. in London. The gauge fell 1.1% on Tuesday.

Japan’s Topix index rose 0.8%.

Hong Kong’s Hang Seng fell 0.1%.

Shanghai Composite dipped 0.5%.

South Korea’s Kospi added 0.3%.

Australia’s S&P/ASX 200 Index gained 0.5%.

Euro Stoxx 50 futures dropped 0.2%.

Currencies

The yen was little changed at 107.79 per dollar.

The offshore yuan held at 7.1172 per dollar.

The euro bought $1.0940, up 0.2%.

Bonds

The yield on 10-year Treasuries remained at 0.69%.

Australia’s 10-year yield fell three basis points to 0.95%.

Commodities

West Texas Intermediate crude was at $32.15 a barrel, up 0.6%.

Gold rose 0.2% to $1,748.81 an ounce.

Powell, Mnuchin Outline Contrasting Perils Facing Economy

The nation’s top two economic policy leaders offered contrasting visions about the economic

outlook, with Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin favoring a wait-and-see approach to more

federal aid and Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell suggesting more would be needed.



Their positions expressed Tuesday reflected differing views on the prospects for a swift

economic rebound from the coronavirus pandemic.

Mr. Mnuchin, appearing alongside Mr. Powell at an online congressional hearing, reflected the

Trump administration’s belief that the biggest danger to the economy is waiting too long to

restart activity after two months in which millions of Americans have sheltered in their homes

to slow the spread of infections.

“There is the risk of permanent damage” to keeping commercial activity closed down too

long, Mr. Mnuchin told the Senate Banking Committee.

Mr. Mnuchin echoed comments by President Trump and other administration officials who are

predicting a V-shaped recovery—a sharp downturn followed by a strong bounceback.

“We’re going to have a really good third quarter. It’s already happening,” Mr. Trump told

reporters at the Capitol later Tuesday after meeting with Senate Republicans. “You see what’s

going on. We’re opening up.”

Mr. Powell, meanwhile, challenged the premise that there is a trade-off between economic

growth and protecting the public’s health. Fear of coronavirus infection is the economy’s

biggest hurdle, he said, and the recovery will be held back until Americans believe it’s safe to

resume commercial activities involving person-to-person contact.

“The No. 1 thing, of course, is people believing that it’s safe to go back to work so they can go

out,” said Mr. Powell. “That’s what it will take for people to regain confidence.”

For the third time in a week, Mr. Powell suggested additional spending by Washington could

be needed to prevent long-term damage from high unemployment and waves of

bankruptcies. “The scope and speed of this downturn are without modern precedent and are

significantly worse than any recession since World War II,” he said.

The Fed and the Trump administration were frequently at odds last year over interest rate

policy, with the president faulting Mr. Powell for not providing more stimulus during a period

of steady economic growth.

Now, the tables are turning, with the Fed now calling for more stimulus and the administration

more hesitant.

Mr. Powell and other senior central bank officials have indicated they don’t think a V-shaped

recovery is likely. This has fueled their concern that the government’s initial relief measures

may prove insufficient to nurse the economy through a shock with no modern parallel and

with interest rates already near zero.

Senate may vote on bill that could delist Chinese companies from U.S. stock exchanges

As U.S.-China tensions continue to mount amid a war of words over China’s culpability in the

coronavirus pandemic, the Senate looks set to consider sweeping new legislation that could

ultimately bar many Chinese companies from listing shares on U.S. exchanges, or otherwise

raising money from American investors.

Sen. John Kennedy, a Louisiana Republican, is preparing to submit the Holding Foreign

Companies Accountable Act for unanimous consent in the Senate as early as on Tuesday,

said Henrietta Treyz, director of economic policy at Veda Partners, in a note. The legislation

has been co-sponsored by Democratic Sen. Chris Van Hollen of Maryland and Republican

Sen. Kevin Cramer of North Dakota.



The law would require Chinese companies to establish they are not owned or controlled by a

foreign government. Furthermore, they would be required to submit to an audit that can be

reviewed by the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board, the nonprofit body that

oversees audits of all U.S. companies that seek to raise money in public markets.

“The central core of the U.S. stock markets is that publicly listed companies are subject to

financial oversight,” wrote attorney Steve Dickinson of Harris Bricken in the China Law Blog,

adding that American companies seeking to raise money publicly must be audited by an

accredited firm and that these audits are further monitored by the PCAOB. China has refused

to allow its companies to follow U.S. securities law, arguing that Chinese law bars auditors’

work from being transferred out of the country, Dickinson wrote.

“Stated more directly, unlike companies from the U.S. and Europe and everywhere else in the

world, Chinese companies that list on the U.S. stock exchanges are exempt from meaningful

financial oversight,” the lawyer said.

The Senate legislation is not the first attempt by Congress to reform this state of affairs, which

resulted from a 2013 agreement between the Securities and Exchange Commission and

Chinese regulators. But with U.S.-China relations deteriorating in an election year, chances of

this bill becoming law are higher than during past efforts, Treyz said.

“It is our view that if this bill is allowed to come up for a vote — meaning if no senator objects

to the unanimous consent request today — then the bill will ultimately pass the U.S. Senate,”

she wrote. “It has bipartisan support ... and both Democrats and Republicans are eager to

paint a clear picture that they are tough on China.”

The Trump administration has also voiced support for stricter oversight of Chinese companies.

White House economic adviser Larry Kudlow told Fox Business Network on Tuesday morning

that “we have to” push for more accountability from Chinese companies listed in U.S. markets.

“We have to for investor protection, and we have to for national security,” Kudlow said. “A lot

of these companies, by the way, have already had scandals and cost investors a lot of money,

because of their failure to be transparent in their reporting. The Chinese government forbids

that kind of transparency.”

The bill would also need to pass the Democratic-controlled House of Representatives before

reaching the president’s desk to be signed into law. “There is not yet a decision on whether to

hold a vote on this legislation in the House, according to our conversations with trade and

finance counsel there,” Treyz wrote. “But it is our view that there is bipartisan support for

doing so as both Democrats and Republicans look to make their China hawk bonafides

known to their constituents.”

Sweden’s rising death toll unnerves its Nordic neighbours

Denmark, Finland and Norway are debating whether to maintain travel restrictions on Sweden

but ease them for other countries as they nervously eye their Nordic neighbour’s higher

coronavirus death toll.

Sweden has the highest mortality rate per capita at this stage of the epidemic, according to a

Financial Times tracker that uses a seven-day rolling average of new deaths. It has overtaken

the UK, Italy and Belgium in recent days.

Frode Forland, specialist director in infectious diseases at the Norwegian Institute of Public

Health, told the Financial Times keeping borders closed had “a certain infectious-disease

logic” while a big difference in infection rates remained between countries. “The situation is

quite different now between Norway and Sweden,” he said.



Last week, the Baltic states joined forces to create a “travel bubble” allowing for free

movement between Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. But Maria Ohisalo, Finland’s interior

minister, said a similar Nordic bubble would be tricky because of Sweden’s higher infection

rate.

“Norway, Denmark and Iceland have managed to stabilise their situation, but in Sweden the

situation is more alarming,” she said last week.

Sweden’s no-lockdown approach to the virus has attracted international scrutiny and some

criticism but it still enjoys significant public support at home. But in recent weeks, as the death

toll has fallen significantly in other European countries such as Spain, Italy, France and the UK,

Sweden’s has remained stubbornly high.

As of Tuesday, 3,743 people had died from Covid-19 in Sweden, a country with a population

of 10m. Denmark, Finland, and Norway — which each have about 5m inhabitants — have

recorded death tolls of 551, 233, and 300, respectively. Swedish authorities argued that a

lockdown and closed borders would bring relatively few benefits at a high cost to public

health and the economy.

BlackRock trounces ETF rivals after Fed appointment

BlackRock has won significant amounts of new business after the US Federal Reserve

controversially hired the world’s biggest fund manager to run its coronavirus-induced bond-

buying programme.

Critics argued that BlackRock, which oversees at least $2.2tn in fixed-income assets, gained

an unfair advantage over rivals after securing the contract to oversee the massive bond-

buying programme in March.

For the first time, the Fed ordered the purchase of corporate bond exchange traded funds as

part of its efforts to calm the turmoil triggered by the pandemic that has destabilised US fixed

income markets. This has helped BlackRock emerge as one of the biggest winners in finance

from the Covid-19 crisis.

Investors ploughed $4.3bn into BlackRock’s flagship LQD corporate bond ETF last month,

while directly competing products run by Vanguard and State Street pulled in just $33m and

$15m respectively.

April’s inflows swelled LQD’s assets to $45.2bn. Analysts suggested investors were pouring

money into funds they expected to benefit from the bond purchases.

“The corporate bond market turned on a dime in April as investors saw the Fed’s decision to

use corporate bond ETFs as an opportunity to front-run the buying by the central bank,” said

Ben Johnson, director of passive funds research at Morningstar, the data provider.

BlackRock’s Financial Markets Advisory consulting arm will steer up to $750bn into the

corporate debt market on behalf of the Fed, a contract that rival asset managers were not

invited to compete for.

The partnership with the Fed is testament to the influence of BlackRock’s chief executive

Larry Fink as an adviser to US policymakers. Mr Fink met President Donald Trump in

Washington on March 18 when US markets were tumbling on coronavirus fears.

A former Fed official who declined to be named said a competitive tender for the bond-buying

programme was not held because of the need for urgent action. But the Fed’s anointment of

BlackRock as its partner could have “created an unintended advertising effect for its ETFs”, he

said.



BlackRock has pledged not to make any profits from the ETF buying programme, excluding

the undisclosed fees earned by FMA. Any additional income earned by BlackRock on its bond

ETFs as a result of the Fed’s buying programme will be returned to the central bank

Model Portfolio

Very little to report on the portfolio front. 

Still have a hankering to add to downside equity exposure but in no rush at all.

As always, check @PiQViP for any updates throughout the day.

https://twitter.com/PiQViP


Looking Ahead

Busy day indeed today!

CPIs during the European session with EU Consumer Confidence survey data at 15:00 and

EIA Storage (invoice) data at 15:30.

The big events of the day are undoubtedly BoE's Bailey, Broadbent, Cunliffe and Haskel

talking to the Treasury Select Committee at 14:30 (will we get anything on negative rate? I

doubt it, but who knows right?



And of course... FOMC Minutes at 19:00BST.

On FOMC Minutes, famous last words I know, but, don't expect very much.

Remember these are the minutes for the rather boring April 30th rate decision where rates

and targets were left unchanged as expected and the Fed removed references to limits on

purchases.

Expect the minutes to show that the Fed are very much prepared to throw the kitchen sink,

the plumbing, the kettle and tea bags at the problem if necessary.

Have a drink every time you hear "whatever it takes" mentioned and it may be a fun evening.

And no, I don't envisage negative rates getting a mention in any market-moving way.

Naturally, I'll ping any decent previews I find in today's dropbox folder and will ping an alert on 

PiQViP for ya.

Have a great day all.

Keep it tight!
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